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ABSTRACT This paper presents a high resolution automatic system capable of performing magnetic
characterization tests and obtaining the data needed to conduct reliable models for switched reluctance
machines (SRM). In addition, the detailed description of the instrumentation system performed in this paper
has as contribution the study of mathematical interpolation techniques for the treatment process of test data
to obtain a nonlinear model based on lookup tables. It was observed that the commonly used polynomial
regressions may cause inaccuracies in the final characteristics of the model data. Thereat, smoothing splines
were applied, which results in more accurate and consistent results for the SRMs operation. Thus, it is
possible to obtain control projects, optimization systems and advanced studies through computer simulations.
Simulation and experimental results have proved the efficiency of the system and have confirmed the
importance of achieving real curves when accurate models of a SRM are needed.

INDEX TERMS Switched reluctance machine, magnetization curves, smoothing splines.

I. INTRODUCTION
Switched Reluctance Machine(SRM) is a double salient
machine (rotor and stator) which has field coils in the stator
slots and has no coils or magnets in its rotor. The rotor
consists of ferromagnetic materials with regular protru-
sions [1]. In Fig. 1 it is depicted a SRM 12/8 (number of stator
poles/number of rotor poles).

The SRM operation principle as a motor is based on the
principle of minimum reluctance, i.e., when the winding on
a pair of stator poles is energized, the poles of the rotor
are attracted to a position representing the minimum reluc-
tance (aligned axes), generating torque on the rotor [1]–[3].
Due to the characteristics such as mechanical strength, high
starting torque, high efficiency and low manufacturing cost,
SRM has become a strong candidate for applications where
one wants to work at a variable speed either as motor or
generator. Among its main applications are the use of SRM

FIGURE 1. Representation of a SRM 12/8 poles.

in electric vehicles, wind power generation and driving oil
pumps [4]–[10]. The main impediments to the use of SRM
are torsional oscillations, audible noise and need of position
sensors. There are a lot of efforts to increase the performance
of SRM and for mitigation of these obstacles [11]–[13].
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The existence of double salience and the fact that they
usually operate in the region of magnetic saturation imply
that SRMs have highly nonlinear characteristics that hinder
the project and development of controls; since it is not
possible to represent the SRM by an efficient linear model
as it is done for the induction machine and synchronous
machine [14]. Several nonlinear models have been studied
and tested and are of fundamental importance to enable
studies of new control techniques, projects and estimation of
SRM speed [14]–[16]. Because the simulation efficiency is
entirely related to the accuracy of the mathematical model,
the mathematical model must accurately depict the magni-
tudes behavior of the system to be simulated.

Magnetic flux (8), electric current (I ) and the rotor posi-
tion (θ ) are directly related one to each other. Thus, modeling
the SRM electrical and mechanical behavior is neces-
sary to obtain the magnetization curves 8(I , θ) [17], [18].
In [19]–[21] methods are presented to obtain the magneti-
zation curves quickly from a few experimental tests. These
methods are recommended for application where it is not
possible to couple the rotor with brakes. However, these
methods have lower accuracy than the method of blocking
the rotor at various positions [22].

With the magnetization curves 8(I , θ) obtained exper-
imentally, lookup tables and artificial neural network are
generally used to build models for SRM [14], [22]. A high
number of data are required to perform these models [19].
The number of curves obtained by experimental testing is
limited by the accuracy and the test execution time. There-
fore, a mathematical processing is generally used to achieve
a larger number of magnetization curves. In [23]–[25] analyt-
ical equations are developed to obtain intermediary magneti-
zation curves. On the other hand, experimental process errors
(sensors error measuring, noises, residual flows, numerical
integrations) are present in the data obtained experimentally
in magnetization tests [22], [26]. These errors can result
in an inconsistent characteristics of SRM operation. Thus,
the mathematical processing to get the lookup tables for
current I (8, θ) and electromagnetic torque T (I , θ) must be
robust to these errors.

This article presents an automatic system that allows
to obtain the magnetization curves of switched reluctance
machines. It was observed that the commonly used poly-
nomial regressions can cause inaccuracies in the final char-
acteristics of the model data. Moreover, smoothing splines
technique allows to obtain a more accurate and consistent
model. Finally, simulation and experimental results have
proved the efficiency of the system and have confirmed the
importance of achieving real curves when accurate models of
a SRM are needed.

II. NONLINEAR CHARACTERISTICS OF SRM
The magnetization curves 8(I , θ) are highly nonlinear
because SRM operates mainly in the saturation region. These
curves can be obtained mainly in three ways: calculated by
finite element, analytical approximations and experimental

measurements. When one has the characteristics and physical
dimensions of SRM, it is possible to use the finite elements
method to calculate the magnetization curves. The need for
these data makes this method difficult to perform in cases
that one do not have the data from the machine project
design [27]–[29]. If the objective is to design the converter,
verify basic control systems or when only SRM basic data
are available, it is appropriate to determine the magnetization
curves through analytical expressions. Some functions that
calculate the SRM magnetization curves approximately are
presented in [30]and [31].

More precise SRM magnetization curves, which allow
obtaining more reliable models, can be obtained by means
of experimental tests. In these tests, magnetization curves
are obtained for different rotor positions. Direct or indirect
methods can be applied to determine the SRM magneti-
zation curves experimentally. The indirect method consists
basically in determining the magnetization curves from
the static torque. This method is extremely complicated
to be performed with good accuracy, since any mechan-
ical deviation leads to large errors. Direct methods consist
in applying voltages in the SRM phases and determine
the magnetic flux. One way of obtaining the magnetiza-
tion curves consists in applying a sinusoidal alternating
voltage in the motor winding pair for several positions. Thus,
knowing the resulting RMS current, winding resistance and
the drop voltage and current, it is possible to determine the
flux linkage. This method introduces errors if magnetic satu-
ration occurs, a fact that usually happens with SRM. Another
way to calculate the flow is through the rise and fall time of
the current transient, as done in [32].

Themost widely used test consists in blocking the rotor and
applying a voltage step for each rotor position, storing current
and voltage data. Knowing the stage of resistance, then it is
possible to determine the flux linkage through Eq.(1).

φj(t) =
∫ t

0
(Vj − RjIj)dt (1)

This method was performed in this work because it
presents better results as discussed in [14]. However,
as a novel contribution, an automatic system was devel-
oped to obtain the magnetization curves accurately and
for a sufficient number of locations to represent the SRM
accurately.

III. AUTOMATIC SYSTEM DESIGNED
TO PERFORM SRM TEST
To perform the SRM characterization test, an experimental
configuration was assembled, as shown in Fig. 2. The magne-
tization test consists in placing the machine rotor automati-
cally at known positions and applying a voltage step to obtain
the transient response of the SRM phase current. To position
the rotor shaft automatically, a stepper motor was used along
with a drive with micro steps (with maximum resolution
of 40000 steps per revolution).
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FIGURE 2. General diagram of the automated system to obtain the magnetization curves.

A digital signal processor (DSP) (TMS320F28335-Texas
Instruments) is responsible for managing the positioning
control of the rotor shaft. By means of an absolute encoder
(RE36SC06H2B-Renishaw), which has 12-bit resolution
(0.087 degrees), the DSP obtains the position of the rotor
shaft and adjusts the desired position by sending pulses to
the stepper motor drive. When the rotor shaft is in the desired
position, an electromechanical brake, which is connected to
the rotor shaft, is driven by the DSP in order to lock the shaft.
To apply the voltage step in the SRM, a phase drive circuit
was implemented to be tested. The voltage step is applied to
the machine throughout a command coming from the DSP.
The voltage and the current in the winding phase under test
are obtained by an oscilloscope (Lecroy R© 24MXs-B) using
current and voltage high resolution isolated probes.

For the test control and automatic management, an inter-
face software in LabView was developed to communicate
with the DSP via serial communication (RS-232) and with
the oscilloscope via Ethernet (IP protocol). Fig. 3 shows the
flowchart of the program developed in LabView. Initially,
the program obtains the test data (type of motor, angles to
test, the resistance of the machine phase, external resistance).
Then, the management software sends the command to the
DSP calibrate the encoder position in relation to the rotor
position. This is done by unlocking the magnetic brake and
triggering the phase being tested. Thus, the rotor pole aligns
with the stator and this position is taken as the zero position.
After this, the desired position is sent to the DSP which
positions the rotor shaft in the test position and sends a
confirmation to the LabView.

With the confirmation of the rotor in the desired position,
the oscilloscope is configured and should wait for the external
trigger to capture the data. Thereafter, the DSP sends the
pulse to the oscilloscope trigger and then triggers the phase.
The data read in the oscilloscope are obtained via Ethernet.
Thus, the flow is calculated using Eq.(1) and then the graphics

FIGURE 3. Flowchart of the test management software.

8(I , θ) are plotted. The system repeats the procedure until the
final position of the test. Finally, the data curves 8(I , θ) are
obtained.

Fig.4 shows the assembled system, wherein an industrial
reluctance machine was subjected to test for obtaining the
magnetization curves. With the initial data provided by the
machine manufacturer (in Appendix), it was possible to
determine what would be the required value of the constant
current source, considering the machine maximum current
during the test. To apply a higher voltage, an external resistor
was added in series with the winding under test. With a
precision multimeter (Kethey R© 2700) a test with four probes
was performed and the winding resistance was determined.
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FIGURE 4. Experimental setup designed to test.

The determination of this value is of fundamental importance
to ensure the test accuracy.

The experiment was performed from the aligned position
until the misaligned position, which in the engine 12/8 corre-
sponds to 22.5◦ using a fixed step of 2.5◦, obtaining 10 exper-
imental magnetization curves for the motor under test.

IV. SRM MATHEMATICAL MODEL
By Eq.(1) the SRM electrical circuit can be modeled as
shown in Fig. 5. The equation of the mechanical model is
given by Eq.(2) and, as discussed above, the electromagnetic
torque is a function of current and position. From Fig.5 it is
observed that to perform the mathematical model for SRM
simulation, knowing the points I (8, θ) and points T (I , θ)
is required. From the experimental magnetization curves,
lookup tables I (8, θ) and T (I , θ) are obtained by mathemat-
ical processing. The currents in the stator phases are nonlinear
functions I (φ, θ) that can be calculated by the magnetization
curves 8(I , θ).

Tm = Temag − Bw− J
dw
dt

(2)

In [33] and [34] fuzzy logic or intelligent neural networks
are used to calculate the magnetic characteristics and to
model the SRM.Another way is to obtain analytical equations
that relate I (8, θ) from experimental trials data. Analytical
models highlight the methods used by [35], in which Fourier
series expansion is used to represent the necessary equations
to simulate the SRM.

FIGURE 5. SRM phase model.

The use of lookup tables I (8, θ) and T (I , θ) allows
faster simulations than in the other aforementioned forms.
However, to obtain an accurate model, countless magnetiza-
tion curves are required, wich is infeasible to be performed
experimentally, such as obtaining magnetization curves for
200 positions or more. However, with the mathematical
processing of test data, it is possible to obtain intermediate
curves from the experimental ones.

V. PROCESSING OF DATA OBTAINED IN TESTS
The methodology performed in this article consists
in processing the data obtained in magnetizing tests to obtain
the necessary lookup tables. Initially, it is assumed to have
tables with Npoints × Npoints to get table I (8, θ). Flux is
ranging from 0 to the maximum flux 8max (obtained from
aligned position) in steps of 8max

Npoints
, the position is ranging

from 0◦ to 45◦ in steps of 45◦
Npoints

.
With experimental curves8(I , θ) for the known positions,

polynomial fits are used on these data to obtain the functions
given in Eq.(3). Coefficients are shown in Table 2. The result
of the polynomial fits is very precise once, for each position,
it has ten thousand experimental points (I ,8).

8(i)θ=n|22.50
=pn0+p

n
1i+p

n
2i
2
+pn3i

3
+pn4i

4
+pn5i

5
+pn6i

6 (3)

Fig.6 shows the curves obtained from the regression. From
Eq.(3), for currents from 0 to Imax in steps of Imax

Npoints
, one has

the table b of Fig.7 with experimental angles and tabulated
currents. With these data it is possible to obtain the points
(θ,8)|I=constant , i.e., how the flux behaves varying rotor
position for a constant current. For each current there are
10 points (θ,8). Therefore, it is important to have a high
number of experimental curves for various positions in order
to achieve consistent adjustments.

The profile of the magnetic flux in an SRM for a constant
current behavior is so that, for the aligned position (θ = 0),
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit is minimal and, there-
fore, magnetic flux is maximum. As the rotor poles aligns
with stator poles, the reluctance increases and the magnetic
flux decreases, fact that occurs until the position of the

FIGURE 6. Polynomial magnetization curves.
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FIGURE 7. Procedure performed to obtain I(8, θ).

maximum poles misalignment (θ = 22.5) in an SRM
12/8 poles. However, if the rotor width and stator poles are
different, in the next total misalignment position the magnetic
flux can remain constant. Errors in experimental tests may
result in differences in magnetic flux next alignment and
misaligned of the poles as discussed in [26]. These errors
can cause inaccuracies in models obtained from experimental
data.

Attainment of functions can be compromised by the use of
not robust regressions that lead to errors arising from experi-
mental tests. Hence, many types of regressions (polynomial,
linear, cubic spline) were compared and the use of smoothing
spline techniques is proposed to get curves (θ,8)|I=constant
consistent with the operation of SRM.

Polynomial fits may present accentuated oscillations
mainly within the limits of the interpolation interval [36].

FIGURE 8. a) Flux for different position with current constant,
b) Zoom.

This may be accentuated due to the variation characteristic
profile of the flux for a specific current in a position close
to the alignment and misalignment of SRM poles. As it can
be seen in Fig.8(a) and in detail in Fig.8(b), polynomial
interpolation showed inconsistent oscillations with the reality
of the variation profile of the flux in an SRM, wherein
from the aligned position the flux decreases smoothly to the
misaligned position.

Piecewise linear interpolation is a simple and easy tech-
nique. The idea is to connect straight lines between data
points. This technique was used for modeling SRM in [2].
However, in this case when the data point was small,
the Piecewise linear interpolation implies in not smooth
curves [37].

For smooth interpolation, the use of cubic spline used
in [26] and [38] was tested, which determines cubic poly-
nomials that fit smoothly, allowing interpolations with less
variation. However, the accuracy on the cubic spline depends
strongly on the amount of input data and the fact that the
curve obtained passes through all the interpolating points and
means that this method is not robust to errors in the exper-
imental data, especially next to the alignment/misaligned
positions of the pole regions.
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Thus, in this article it is proposed to use more robust and
smoother technique known as smoothing spline of curves.
Smoothing spline minimizes Eq.(4), that represents the sum
of square errors (first term) and the second term represents
the roughness turning the curve interpolation smoother [37].
Parameter p defines the smoothing spline. As discussed
in [39], an interesting value for the parameter p is given by
Eq.(5), where h is the average spacing between the points.

p
∑
i

(yi − s(xi))2 + (1− p)
∫
(
d2s
dx2

)2dx (4)

p =
1

1+ h3
6

(5)

In Fig.8(a) it is observed the smoothness obtained using
smoothing splines.

With the curves obtained from the current ranging from 0 to
Imax in steps of

Imax
Npoints

and for all positions, table c in Fig. 7 is
obtained.

As previously discussed, to perform computational model,
the current in function of flux and position is required.
Through table c in Fig.7, for each position there are points
(8, I ).With these points, by a linear interpolation, one has the
functions I (8) in Eq.(6). In this case, linear interpolation was
used because it allows extrapolating the current value of the
test, if necessary. It occurs unlike the polynomial fit, in which
when values surplus the set points, it presents a high error.

I (8)θ=const = i0 + (i1 − i0)
8−80

8(1) −8(0)
(6)

With (6) for flux from 0 to 8max (while 8max/Npoints),
table I (8, θ) in Fig. 7 is obtained. This table is reflected since
the SRM polar angle is 45 degrees and the test was performed
from 0 to 22.5. By the end, the required table is obtained to
be used in the simulation model.

Through data from table b from Fig. 7, using the trape-
zoidal method to calculate the integral, coenergy is estimated
by Eq.(7).

W
′

n(i)|θ=const = trapz(i[1 : n],8[1 : n])|
Npoints
2 (7)

For a constant current, one has the pairs of points (w, θ),
which make possible to calculate the electromagnetic torque
for a given current as a function of position using Eq.(8).

T =
180
π

(W
′

n −W
′

n−1)

(θn − θn−1)
|
Npontos
n=2 (8)

Figs.9 and 10 present the inductance and electromagnetic
torque, respectively, as a function of position and current
obtained using the described interpolation methods, to obtain
the functions (θ,8)|I=constante. It is observed that the use
of polynomial interpolation, linear interpolation and cubic
spline in the calculation of the functions resulted in mistakes
of variations in torque and inductance profile not consistent
with the SRM operation. These oscillations can cause prob-
lems in projects that require accurate models as for decrease
in torque oscillations and position estimation. The smoothing

FIGURE 9. Inductance for current and position a) Smoothing spline,
b) Hermite cubic, c) Polynomial fit, d)Linear interpolation.

splines technique showed the best results that are consistent
with the real SRM characteristics.

VI. OBTAINED MODEL SIMULATION
With lookup tables data I (8, θ) and T (I , θ), the SRM
model (Fig. 5) was implemented in Simulink R©. To verify

26016 VOLUME 6, 2018
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FIGURE 10. Torque for current and position a) Smoothing spline,
b) Hermite cubic, c) Polynomial fit, d)Linear interpolation.

the developed model operation, a control system for SRM
operating as a generator was simulated. Fig. 12 shows the
diagram of the bus voltage control system. The switched
reluctance generator (SRG) operated at a constant speed
equals to 1200 r/min. The SRG feeds resistive loads and
the control is responsible for maintaining the bus voltage on

FIGURE 11. Lookup tables data a) I(8, θ), b) T (I, θ).

FIGURE 12. Simulated control system of SRG.

the reference value Vref . A PI controller processes the error
between the reference voltage and the bus voltage and acts on
the turn off angle, controlling the SRG level of magnetization
to maintain a constant DC level.

Figs.11(a) and 11(b) show respectively the data of table
I (8, θ) and the table of torque T (I , θ).

VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
To verify the precision and efficiency of the model obtained,
an experimental setup was assembled in the same condition
of the simulation test. DSP TMS320F28335 was used to
control the DC voltage. The controller of the simulations was
discretized (sample time of 40kHz) and computed in the DSP.
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FIGURE 13. Experimental setup photography.

FIGURE 14. Simulation results.

FIGURE 15. Experimental results.

An Asymmetric Half Bridge (AHB) converter was used to
drive the phases of the generator. An induction motor (IM)
driven by an inverter was used as the prime mover. By an
absolute encoder, the DSP obtains the position of the SRG
rotor. A pulse generator drives the phase of the motor in the
correct moment. Fig.13 shows the experimental systems
in the laboratory.

VIII. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Simulation was set to start with a load of 180 � and Vref =
100 V . In 5s of simulation Vref is set on 160 V . The DC
bus voltage is shown in Fig.12. For SRG operating in a self
excited mode, it is necessary an initial magnetization, which
is, in this case, provided by the capacitor of DC bus. It is
observed that the control acted in θoff angle and increased the

FIGURE 16. Simulated and experimental SRG currents a) Vdc = 100V , b)
Step in Vdc , c) Vdc = 160V .

SRG excitement to supply the energy to be generated, keeping
the DC bus voltage at the reference value. Several techniques
can be applied to control the DC bus voltage as presented
by [40]. The DC link capacitor (2250 uF)is responsible for
filtering the voltage ripple. Fig.14 shows the results of the
control, DC bus voltage, θoff angle and SRG current, whereat
it is possible to notice the control is operating efficiently.

26018 VOLUME 6, 2018
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The results of the experimental test in Fig.15 are very similar
to the results of simulations in Fig.14.

The electric currents of the experiment and simulation
test are compared in Fig.16. To evaluate the accuracy of
the obtained model, statistical parameters were calculated,
such as the root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute
error (MAE), sum of squares error (SSE) and R-square (R2).
RMSE andMAE of relative errors at current SRG are defined
in (9) and (12).

RMSE =

√√√√1
n

n∑
j=1

(eavg − ej)2 (9)

ej =
∣∣Iexp − Isim∣∣ /Iexpx100% (10)

eavg =
1
n

n∑
j=1

ej (11)

MAE = mean(ej) (12)

Where Iexp and Isim are the measured and simulated SRG
current, n is the number of data points, ej and eavg are relative
errors and their average value, respectively.

Table 1 shows the results of statistic analysis of current
in time of Fig. 16. It is seen that the model obtained by
the developed instrumentation using the smoothing splines
describes accurately the nonlinear magnetic characteristics of
the switched reluctance motors.

TABLE 1. Statistics goodness-of-fit parametric.

TABLE 2. Coeficientes polynomial fits.

IX. CONCLUSION
The system for SRM electromagnetic characterization devel-
oped in this work allowed to obtain automatically and accu-
rately the magnetization curves for an SRM 12/8. With the
experimental curves, it was possible to have a consistent
nonlinear behavior of the SRM that allow simulations in order
to make technical control and decrease the oscillation of
torque through simulation models. It was observed that the
use of the smoothing splines technique in the data processing
allowed to obtain an accurate model consistent with the true
operation of the SRM. Simulations of a voltage control and

its experimental implementation were performed. The results
were quite similar, confirming the accuracy and high fidelity
of the obtained model.

APPENDIX
Parameters of Switched reluctance machine: Pn = 1.5kW ;
Vn = 220V ; wn = 1500 r/min; Ns

Nr
=

12
8 ; Rs = 1 �;

Imax = 18A;
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